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Summit Reconvention: How Morris and Thompsons Embassy
Caused Countrywide Payments in Present-Day Russia with

Newsek and Barnett as Roommates
Xander Callan

Abstract—This article discusses the effects of the Morris and Thompson
embassy on present-day Russia’s countrywide payments. Using the Summit
Reconvention as a lens, the authors examine the political and economic ram-
ifications of the embassy’s actions on Russia’s financial system. Additionally,
the study considers the role of Newsek and Barnett, who were roommates at
the time of the embassy’s visit, and how their relationship with Morris and
Thompson impacted the situation. Through detailed historical analysis and
interviews with key stakeholders, the authors argue that the embassy’s actions
had a significant and lasting impact on Russia’s payment infrastructure,
highlighting the importance of diplomacy in financial matters. The article
provides important insights into the interplay between politics and economics
and sheds light on the complex nature of international relations.
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